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The transportation company FTW, Fastest Trains in the West, also sells tickets on the Internet. After scrolling through endless tailored ads, eventually stumbling upon the credit card payment option,

1. your surname,
2. a journey confirmation number, and
3. a slightly obfuscated credit card number

are emailed to you, along with all kinds of additional information. As FTW does not accept your particular credit card, in the end, a friend, kindly re-typing all ‘required’ fields in the form, buys the train ticket for you. Anyway – done!
On the day you leave, your attention is drawn to the fact that, despite full payment, it’s necessary to turn a "journey reservation confirmation" into an actual acceptable ticket. To do so you have to re-input all the data at one of the machines at the train station. The queue in front of the machine is suspiciously short – as it sadly is out of order. Collecting a coupon, waiting for your time-slot at the counter, you realize you do not physically have the credit card – even worse, the full credit card number is partially unknown to you. As your paranoid friend is impossible to reach, and would be reluctant to share the credit card details over the phone anyway, you nevertheless decide to claim the ticket at the counter.
Introduction (3/3)

There, it is necessary to "prove" you are the rightful owner of the ticket by providing the surname, a journey confirmation number (both sent via email), and the full credit card number you actually don’t have.

You remember a recent forum entry providing details on the company’s use of deprecated cryptography: It seems as if they use the subset-sum problem to protect the credit card numbers. Subset-sum problems are often sub-problems of modern cryptographic schemes, however stand-alone usage is very unusual.
Forum excerpt about FTW’s encryption details

\[ n = 80 \]
\[ N = \{921181648659058787004552, 118450704455925666424486, 11316528264409997228587, 355288816854071158575325, 10373906969656780046053, 367898479142430443440064, 201066845125700976893940, 551103310386338695299143, 972854232015323175348321, 844388447585925666424486, 98858961634641865112125, 259472290359183929481470, 123062832112538991646793, 234729314836397017179284, 59885239107604242222611, 115767558453939077727831, 95643630049319963063682, 583943578462048280326406, 201066845125700976893940, 809460794115685205748819, 997269892004367975676224, 1151426064998966500632119, 917802506891345680069603, 456262558070697235627934, 994169498234369000000694, 665590018518322643611621, 1008312003033077531013308, 10822216147895054468473809, 82744894911540426222340, 675714142860808686524154, 174288205496835514983609, 1155173183048076956904503, 313732484461991318494262, 8639181250587710923367, 83525669700557258931217, 534452627587193589692115, 655270961048730276019601, 847164449709134878600599, 83326553703016966902654, 849224293118755090236791, 2050013051182298500194829, 40972596290082167352760, 1158986321241029822623055, 1107270049841571233579, 386727158940734060079446, 19919523882762125146012, 49229611307950513682409, 994629803458875811873421, 229136291030570127053643, 734941398181019971245775, 7851070421378989469048, 117648911826419834594312, 1115904879109058050976821, 22400554519106359463702, 180080111466584005296485, 278935924158179446957126, 499593639464982992064631, 116338409745085858451017801, 1098743636358062705245620, 1762045260260482721247874, 18870177537260853475102, 852731731414571551920184, 487517860513031497711640, 580198364696274147978241, 1160813053988443276730214, 1048397888810653463190733, 830532216062368844236567, 356275066185108753858639, 6171355575784455774966, 1012162359700812057241693, 143534647691700374417864, 466706671011463369373198, 1052780604641049876864788, 555742857423338063051987, 609181239613162749214020, 441745935190170942477180, 888807634027254354571873, 66372415321314492197290\]
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Challenge (1/2)

Having just your laptop at your disposal, you give it a try and ... find out the full credit card number within a few minutes – just in time when it is your turn at the ticket counter. Without further identity check, you "prove" the rightful order by providing all the data, and eventually get a ticket! As you enter the high-security high-speed train, you wonder why companies often use deprecated cryptography to secure sensitive information sent over the Internet.
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Challenge (2/2)

Suppose that the confirmation number $c = 6576121383069276130480917$ is an encryption of the 16-digit credit card number from which you know the first two and the last two digits: "22***********65".

For $n = 80$ find the set $I$ with $|I| = \frac{n}{10} = 8$ such that $c = \sum_{i \in I} N_i$ to solve the instance!

The solution consists of the complete credit card number. Please enter the solution without any spaces or additional characters.
Hints

1. If your approach follows the ’Meet in the Middle’ paradigm, then combining \( I_1 \subseteq \{1, \ldots, \frac{n}{2}\} \) with \( I_2 \subseteq \{\frac{n}{2} + 1, \ldots, n\} \) such that \(|I_1| = |I_2| = \frac{n}{20}\) gives the set \( I = I_1 \cap I_2 \).

2. A split-set, e.g. \( I_1 \subseteq \{1, \ldots, \frac{n}{2}\} \) with \(|I_1| = \frac{n}{20} = 4\), can be enumerated with \( \text{Subsets}(\text{range}(0, n/2), n/20) \), in case you implement your solution in SageMath.

3. The use of try-except mechanisms can be helpful, too:

Listing 1: Demo of try-except mechanism

```python
N = 6
for i in range(N):
    try:
        inv = power_mod(i,-1,N)
        print " \%d^(-1) mod \%d = \%d"%( i, N, inv )
    except:
        print "x = \%d is not invertible"\%i
```
Informal definition of the subset-sum problem

The subset-sum problem (also knapsack problem) is as follows:

You may already have had a knapsack problem when travelling:

- Your luggage may weight at most $S$ [kg] at check-in.
- Not squandering, the bag WILL weigh exactly $S$ [kg].
- You own $n$ different, equally beautiful items of weight: $N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n$.

Task: Pack a knapsack, too small to contain all your items, with a suitable subset, fulfilling a precise weight constraint.